WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
AND
WHO ARE THESE
PRODUCTS DESIGNED
AND FORMULATED FOR?
Daily Sunshine™ is a snack that was
designed and formulated for kids 4+—in
addition to a kid-approved taste, it provides
the building blocks of nutrition that kids
need every day—with a fruit and veggie
blend, protein, and healthy fats. It’s also a
wholesome, healthy snack for adults!

SINGLE PHRASE TO DESCRIBE
DAILY SUNSHINE

Healthy Snack

DAILY SUNSHINE

INGREDIENT GROUPS
Fruit and Veggie Blend
Healthy Fats
Plant-Based Protein (good source)
Probiotics
Fiber
Vitamins and Minerals

WHO ARE THESE
PRODUCTS DESIGNED
AND FORMULATED FOR?
Shakeology® was created for adults
who are looking for dense nutrition
that helps deliver key nutrients in this
stressful modern world, as well as
superfood ingredients that have been
traditionally used to support a variety
of health benefits.

SINGLE PHRASE TO DESCRIBE
SHAKEOLOGY

Dense Nutrition

SHAKEOLOGY

INGREDIENT GROUPS
Globally Sourced Superfoods
Phytonutrients
Protein (excellent source)
Probiotics
Fiber
Adaptogen Herbs and Botanicals
Prebiotics
Digestive Enzymes
Vitamins and Minerals

WHAT ARE THE MAIN CAN ADULTS
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE DAILY DRINK BOTH DAILY
SUNSHINE AND SHAKEOLOGY FORMULAS? SUNSHINE AND SHAKEOLOGY?
Daily Sunshine provides key nutrients in a simple, healthy formula for kids.
Shakeology is formulated for adults with a complex alchemy of exotic superfoods,
adaptogens, prebiotics, digestive enzymes, and other important nutrients. While they
both have unique ingredients, Daily Sunshine and Shakeology contain some overlapping
essential ingredients, but at different levels in order to suit the nutritional goal of the product.

Yes! Daily Sunshine can be used by consumers who drink Shakeology.
We recommend that adults start their day with Your Daily Dose of Dense Nutrition®
(Shakeology) and then drink Daily Sunshine as a healthy afternoon snack. While we
recommend drinking both Shakeology and Daily Sunshine once daily, you may opt to drink
another serving based on your nutritional goals.

